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 discover ways to perform fundamental maintenance on your body, unlock your human being
potential, live pain free of charge…LEARN TO HACK Individual MOVEMENTJoin the movement
that has reached millions of athletes and coaches;and become a Supple Leopard. Whether you
are a professional athlete, a weekend warrior, or just someone attempting to live healthy and
free from restrictions, Learning to be a Supple Leopard, will educate you on how to sustain your
body and harness your genetic potential.all without having to seek out a trainer, doctor,
chiropractor, physical therapist, or masseur. In Learning to be a Supple Leopard, Kelly
Starrett—founder of MobilityWod.com—shares his revolutionary method of flexibility and
maintenance of the human body and teaches you how to hack your have human movement,
enabling you to live a wholesome, happier, more fulfilling existence.Learn How to: prevent and
rehabilitate common athletic injuries overhaul your motion habits quickly identify, identify, and
fix inefficient motion patterns problem solve for pain and dysfunction in austere environments
with little equipment repair poor mechanics that rob power, bleed push, and dump torque unlock
reservoirs of athletic capacity you didn't know you'd identify and repair poor motion patterns in
kids reverse the aging process develop strategies that regain function to your tissues and joints
accelerate recovery after training sessions and competition develop personalized mobility
prescriptions to improve movement efficiency improve yourself through regained work capacity
run faster, jump higher, and throw farther Oftentimes, the elements that impede performance
are invisible to not only the untrained eyes, but also nearly all athletes and instructors. In that
one of a kind training manual, Starrett maps out a detailed system comprised of more than two
hundred techniques and illuminates common motion errors that cause damage and rob you of
velocity, power, endurance, and strength. Learning to be a Supple Leopard makes the invisible
noticeable.Improve your athletic overall performance, extend your athletic job, treat body system
stiffness and achy joints, and rehabilitate injuries—Efficiency is what drives the individual animal,
but the human animal could be brought to an abrupt halt by dysfunctional motion patterns.
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  Geared toward coaches and trainers and physical therapists. I have improved my hip flexibility,
my knees feel good (50-year old knees which have run several marathons previously 5 years),
and today I am working on my shoulders. I feel better and move better than I've in years (I also
rest better). My squat and deadlift have improved immensely, and now I am focusing on the
pistol squat. This text defies description bc it gets to farther than anyything available, hits the
major the different parts of bodymechanics in regards to stability, safety, efficiency!One
warning: That is a big specialized book, that is even more of a textbook than simply your
average fitness book.Big book (aimed toward the pro), but useful in the event that you really
want to improve your mobility I purchased this book to just improve my hip mobility, but found
so very much information here, I have gone far further than my hips. But easily will get value
here, so can others seeking to improve mobility. This trainer not merely goes deeperand farther
than the best trainers available to us A virtual gem if you are individual and go through carefully,
practicing along the way. I am going to nail that move! This trainer not only goes deeperand
farther than the best trainers available to us, but makes you concious of the faulty ( as in
resulting in injury) positions of what we typically think of because the best trainers. there is are
also care programs in the book. which was compounded by significant degenerative disc
disease seen on frightening xrays. The ideas are extremely important to understand for
longterm mobility and wellness. I am 77 and 5'1" 90 lbs. The more squats Zi do correctly the
better Personally i think! Remember you need to go through and practice in a mirror copying the
"correct " poses! Our human body is designed do millions of repetitions of every movement.
Excellent. Improved Mobility in Less than a Month My Crossfit trainer suggested I buy this book
and I am so pleased he did. Kelly prescribes particular flexibility exercises for different ailments
and hang-ups that I follow on my rest days. I have shin splints and I've a terrible problem with
getting myself into an overhead squat. I've been working through the recommended movements
to help me with both for almost a month right now and both are starting to progress.This book is
another notch in Victory Belt Publishing and Glen Cordoza's ventures moving from MMA
technique books, to paleo diet books, to exercise. I recommend it for anyone with mobility
issues - Crossfit or not - athlete or not. Kelly may be the man Book is filled with physical
information very helpful four workouts are normal life A great deal of great info Tons of great
information about how to minimize injuries - ideal for my partner that does cross-fit. ( I do the
exercises w/o medications or health supplements of any kinds! The techniques in this book
have helped me overcome knee discomfort... It shows the a real basic way to greatly help do
"smash" or myofascial work at home/gym. I can skip my physiotherapist periods now , thanks to
the author. The book helps me uncover the the methodology more easily and then I can pinpoint
my search of his Youtube channel for better instruction.The book reads well.Should you have
mobility or other physical issues, the last third of the reserve is invaluable. I pair the book with
his movies for best outcomes. Second edition is going to come out and I would recommend it
just predicated on how good the 1st edition is.Many might think this book is too simple, too
basic. Really works It is possible to improve your position and mobility and Kelly's book teaches
you how. Don't just skip to the exercises, the first sections contain understanding of
bimechanics written for those who have no medical background. Since following Kelly's
protocols I am nearly pain free of charge after less than a month. I am certain this will help me
stay practical long past my 50s and 60s. It had been not that bad, a lot of people would never
see, but I acquired some back again pain. Doctors simply said there is not much I could do.10
years later on I started lifting and came across Kelly's work and started attempting to improve
my body mechanics. I have considerably improved the curvature of my backbone and flexibility



in my spine, hips, and shoulders." And forth coming can be "Beyond Parallel," due out late May
or early June . So much knowledge that can save you from longterm injuries and appointments
to physical therapy and doctors Awesome Book This book has really helped me deal with pain
allowing me to keep to workout and become active as I am growing older. I have shared th
publication and suggestions with them.We was identified as having kyphosis (much like
scoliosis, think hunched back) in senior high school. best presentation of simple movement
patterns yet In "Becoming a Supple Leopard" Kelly Starrett and Glen Cordoza have scored big.
Easy flip through photos along with more in-depth details if you choose to read the reserve
cover to cover. totally worthwhile.Kelly begins with simple position and displays us how to carry
out it properly, with lab tests to find out if we are doing it properly. And the best place for this
teaching can be in the fitness center, concentrating on the basic movements. Like a leopard
Amazing book, many muscles ,pains , posture and body problems reviewed and soothed easilly
with some inexpensive massaging tools , like a lacrosse ball . He does the same with stretching
and advancement of flexibility techniques.I have made more improvement in addressing twenty
12 months old physical complications in a few weeks than in all the other modalities that I have
used combined. But the fact remains that many folks damage ourselves over time with improper
movement and posture behaviors. You can be surprized at what hard work and discipline can
accomplish. If we put undue stress on numerous areas by poor mechanics, we will weaken and
damage our anatomies. Many great athletes manage for a time with poor body mechanics, but it
does meet up with them. Kelly's point can be that if we show proper motion mechanics, we will
perform better, perform much longer, have less discomfort, have fewer injuries, have less wear
and tear failures (e. The vast majority of Americans stop being energetic just right now they
need to become more active. But, we have let (Kelly's list web page 25) no warm up, no cool
down, sleep deprivation, dehydration, poor nutrition, prolonged sitting, persistent inflammation,
tension and insulin sensitivity rob folks the use of our body far before we ought to. This book is
not about those errors, but about the body mechanics required to maintain the capability to
perform for many more years than typical in our culture.Kelly stresses that we will perform as we
practice. Kelly stresses that lots of tasks are mechanically similar utilizing the same postures
and strengths and self support systems to the basic exercises. Example out of this book: round
back deadlifts lead to round back tackles with a much higher incidence of damage. Yes, we age
group and are mortal, but we let ourselves age far too fast through improper uses and
mechanics of our anatomies.g. ACL tears, disk herniations, spinal stenosis) and feel much better
and look better far longer than average. He progresses into torque and lever mechanics as they
apply to the human body.There must be at least one well used copy of this book atlanta divorce
attorneys coach's office, atlanta divorce attorneys PT department that handles athletes and the
aging, in every gym, in every sports medicine clinic. Kelly's point is that the practice of correcting
dysfunction and exercise mechanics is definitely neccessary and needs to be completed in the
gym once we educate our youth to go, our youthful adults to go and perform, and our aging to
age gracefully. Now, when I have a issue (big or little) I go right to this book to get the solution.
From Success Belt Publishing we've Marthone's "The Kettlebell Rx," MacKenzies "Power Speed
Endurance," Starrett's "Supple Leopard. I notice big differences when I look in the mirror and
have much less back pain. Triumph Belt has a winning formulation in acquiring great Crossfit
instructors and publishing their wisdom. Let's hope they keep writing.In case you are into
fitness, that is an absolute must have. The book is well organized and well laid out. The pictures
are excellent elaborating on the written text. This book can be a typical text filling a want for
many years to arrive. Exceptional work! Bought this after seeing it on giftsgoodandbad.com (had



some gifts for cross-suit obsessed people). Excellent Excellent resource. I implemented some of
the exercises within weekly of getting the publication and feel a difference already. This reserve
may be the basics of human being movement patterns well shown and well taught. Well written
and not too scientific of a browse. Throughout Kelly and Glen present great posture and proper
movement techniques as enabling enhanced excellent athletic functionality, with echos into
occupational body mechanics and ergonomics, and in addition into military evolutions. I am a
functional movement based chiropractor. I have been looking for more resources to greatly help
display and describe exercises and actions. I was pleased to find the self treatment section in
the later portion of the book. Excellent. The laymen probably wont understand the directions
well, but to a healthcare or trainer it is easy to read and understand. I had a significant hip
problem of 21/2 yrs. Best Book Ever!!! Doesn’t matter if you’re a newbie or powerful athlete I
seriously recommend this book!I am in my own 20s, but see my parents loosing their mobility in
their 50s. A lot of the publication can be explaining and demonstrating with smartly designed
pictures the essential athletic exercises (deadlift, pushup, dip, etc). I discovered Kelly Starrett on
his YouTube site and had to have the book. just a good reserve - helped me with my knee pain
That is a wonderfully book. I even love the texture of the glossy web pages and the format. I
came across Kelly Starrett on his YouTube site . I'd supply the authors at least twice the price for
that.
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